Performance-Determining Coordinative and Conditional Abilities in the Fire Brigade Sport Discipline “100 m Obstacle Course” within Elite Female Athletes
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Abstract

Background: Fire brigade sport is a common sport in parts of Europe, with a growing body of popularity. In sports science, no research has been carried out up to date. In consequence, there are no structures for talent scouting in firefighting sports. “100 m obstacle course” is one out of the four disciplines in this sport. For an efficient scouting of talents and training in general the necessary conditional and coordinative abilities must be identified.

Methods: In 16 elite female fire brigade athletes the Purdue Pegboard Test for motor differentiation ability, a 23 m sprint for basic speed and Backward balancing, representing dynamic balance, were performed. Those results were correlated to the completion performance of those athletes to identify the highest influencing factors on performance in this discipline.

Results: The testing of the 23 m sprint shows the strongest correlation coefficient with \( r = 0.81 \). The dynamic balance ability shows a correlation of \( r = 0.63 \). Little correlation was observed to the motor differentiation ability \( (r = 0.18) \).

Conclusion: A first step was made in identifying necessary abilities for improving performance in the “100m obstacle course” and thus for a performance structure in fire brigade sports. Basic sprint abilities seem to be the most influencing factor on competition performance.
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Introduction

Fire brigade sport is a common sport in parts of Europe, with a growing body of popularity. The sport represents a team sport, consisting of two team disciplines and two individual disciplines. The team disciplines are the “extinguishing attack” and a “4 × 100 m relay”. The individual disciplines are the “hook ladder climbing” and the “100 m obstacle course”, from which a duel classification results. In the last three disciplines there are differences in the obstacles between men and women [1]. In sports science, no research has been carried out in this field up to date. In consequence, there are no structures for talent scouting in firefighting sports. In other areas, such as football and athletics, junior competitions are still the means of choice for talent selection [2]. Some publications have shown that this methodology is not a satisfactory criterion for predicting future excellence [3-6]. We have the opinion, that talent selection in the form of junior competitions is not sufficient to ensure top performances in the career progresses of the athletes. It can be deduced from this that for an adequate talent scouting all performance prerequisites of an athlete have to be considered. To this end, it is useful to create a performance structure as already developed for some sports. This provides insights in the performance requirements of athletes for the respective sport [7]. All abilities and skills must be taken into account here.

There is currently a cooperation project on this subject between the German Sports Aid Foundation, the
is crossed. After a total of 75 m there is a distributor. On the way between the running beam outlet and the distributor the athlete couples the middle coupling of the two hoses together, then one coupling is attached to the distributor and the other to the jet pipe, which is located in the belt coupling of the athlete [9].

Methods

As a result of the lack of preliminary investigations, the topic was first approached by theoretical basics of sports science. The first step was an analysis of the performance-determining coordinative abilities in the discipline. Theoretical basics were the concept of the coordinative abilities of Schnabel and Meinel [10,11]. In order to include the relation of the temporal component of the time pressure in the execution of the coordinative abilities, a model by Zimmermann with the “ability for coordination under time pressure” was included [12]. The analysis showed that the three performance-determining abilities are the coupling ability, the motor differentiation ability in expressing the hands and fingers as well as the dynamic balance ability, which are called up in each case under time pressure. For the objective, the investigation on the relevance of these abilities, we lean on existing adequate test procedures. However, no adequate test procedure for testing the coupling ability was found in the literature. Accordingly, only motor differentiation ability and dynamic balance ability were tested in the analysis. Motor differentiation ability is explained as “the ability to achieve a high degree of fine tuning of individual movement phases and partial body movements, which is expressed in great movement accuracy and movement economy” [12]. The ability can be classified into four different types [13]. In this theory, the exactness of the movement execution, various movement parameters, primarily acting body parts as well as external factors are considered. It is assumed that the motor differentiation ability is of high relevance in the discipline “100 m obstacle course” once with the hose admission and coupling distance. In those phases, it is very important that the movements are carried out with maximum precision by the hands.

As to be seen in Figure 1 there is a complex track to be completed. To successfully complete the discipline, the athlete must overcome various obstacles and exercises as quickly as possible. The start takes place from a starting block. After 23 m the women have to overcome a hurdle. This is 68-72 cm high and 1.20 m wide. Five metres after the obstacle there are two rolled up target tubes, each of which must weigh at least 2.0 kg. The two tubes are picked up by the athlete in the sprint. Ten meters after the hose is picked up, there is a running bar (length: 8 m, height: 80 cm, width: 18 cm) which
and fingers in order to grip or join the clutches clearly together. Thus the dexterity of the hands and fingers, being the major acting body parts in the movement phases, is assumed to be a performance determining ability. The ability can be measured on the basis of various forms of execution of the different phases of the target movement, partial body movement as well as the the movement in general. It must be measured in relation to space, time and dynamics. Consequently, the test used here examines the dexterity of the hands and fingers of the test persons. In the process not all elements of the classification according from Kircheis can be considered. In the study the type of motion parameters with the time factor of the time pressure during the execution of motion coordination and the type of motion execution in accuracy as well as control of motion speed shall be tested. The “Purdue Pegboard Test” is used as the basis for the test, which analyses the bimanual as well as manual dexterity of the hands and fingers [14,15]. The test consists of a board with holes and matching pins. The test subjects had the task in the order in which the ability in the discipline is required to place the pins in the corresponding holes. As a result, the subjects first simultaneously placed the pins twice in a row with both hands into two opposite holes, then only with the right hand into the underlying hole on the right side, and finally once two opposite holes simultaneously with both hands. The test persons independently stopped the time they needed with a tablet.

The balance ability describes to what extent a test person is able to “keep his whole body in a state of balance or to maintain or restore this situation during and after extensive body displacements” [12]. The ability

![Figure 2: Test procedure.](image-url)
is divided into dynamic and static balance ability. In the discipline “100 m obstacle course” it is assumed that the dynamic balance ability is the performance determining ability by overflowing the moving beam. The test “Backward balancing” was used to test the dynamic balance ability. In the original test, the test persons have the task of balancing backwards in a tandem gear over three beams of different widths without touching the ground. Based on the test the subjects have to cross a gymnastic bar (length: 4 m, height: 35 cm, width: 10 cm) backwards in a tandem gear as fast as possible. 1 m before and 1 m after the bar the time is measured with a time barrier.

The following approach was used to investigate the conditional performance requirements. The discipline “100 m obstacle course” consists of a 100 m sprint, which alone represents a cyclic movement. However, the sprint in the discipline is interrupted from the first obstacle by acyclic movements, whereby the coordinative abilities are demanded from the athletes under time pressure. For this reason, only the first 23 m represent a pure sprint as a cyclic movement. Ikai already showed that an athlete in this is determined by basic speed [16]. As a result, it is assumed in the present study that basic speed is one of the conditional factors determining performance. For the investigation, a 23 m sprint from the starting block is performed with an acoustic start signal. Analogous to testing coordinative capabilities, the test was performed twice, using the best time as the examination parameter. The following examination procedure was chosen for the tests, which is shown in Figure 2. In order to determine the relevance of the assumed performance-determining coordinative and conditional abilities in the discipline “100 m obstacle course” of the women, the results of these tests were correlated with the best performances in competition of the fire fighters. The Bravais-Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used. The calculation initially revealed the presence of a monotonous relationship of the same or opposite sense. Furthermore, in the case of a monotonous correlation with the same sense, it was determined whether this was in a weak, medium or strong range [17,18]. The results of the best competition performances are published on www.feuerwehrsport-statistik.de. For additional impressions have a look on Appendix Figure 1 and Appendix Figure 2.

Inclusion criteria for participants were to be a female firefighter athlete from the Brandenburg county selection team. In addition, the test subjects should practice firefighting sports for at least five years in order to be able to ensure a sufficiently high level of coordination skills for testing [19,20]. Exclusion criteria were according to the recommendations of McGee a diagnosed ligament injury in the last twelve months, diagnosed bone, tendon or muscle injuries in the last six months, significant changes in training intensity and methodology in the last six weeks, cardiovascular diseases, systemic diseases or other performance-limiting diseases [21].

Finally, 16 athletes with an average age of 24
Results

The performance in competition of the test persons of the discipline “100 m obstacle course” is 20.58s ± 1.39s in average. The fastest time is 18.68s and the slowest time 23.87s. This results in a span (d) of 5.19s. When testing the motor differentiation ability, the test persons require an average of 8.70s ± 1.00s. The fastest test result is 7.29s and the slowest is 10.50s. This results in a span of 3.21s for the test result. When testing the dynamic balance ability, the test persons required an average of 11.30s ± 1.50s. The minimum of the values and thus the fastest time is 9.50s. The maximum is 14.28s. The span is 4.78s. The test persons needed an average of 4.47s ± 0.26s for running the “23 m Sprint”. The fastest time was 4.23s and the slowest time 5.30s. The range (d) between the fastest and slowest time is 1.07s. As shown in Figure 3 all test procedures for the presumed performance-determining coordinative and conditional abilities are in a monotonous, unidirectional relationship with the best competition performances of the test persons. The testing of the 23 m sprint shows the strongest correlation coefficient with \( r = 0.81 \). The dynamic balance ability shows a correlation of \( r = 0.63 \). At least the test of motor differentiation ability correlates with the competition best performance of the test persons. The result was a correlation of \( r = 0.18 \). In summary, all results are presented in Table 1.

Discussion

The importance of the coordinative and conditional performance prerequisites for the discipline “100 m obstacle course” was clearly demonstrated by the investigations as well as theoretical introductions. A relevance for the performed tests and selected abilities could was shown. According to the calculations, basic speed is the most important, followed by dynamic balance ability and with few relevance motor differentiation abilities. At this point it should be mentioned that the 23 m sprint test was the only test that is exactly replicates a task performed in the “100 m obstacle course”. This can be a reason for the high correlation. Despite that first statements can be made for the production of a performance structure in the fire-brigade sport. The development of a complete performance structure in the discipline “100 m obstacle course” requires additional investigations on this topic. So far only assumptions and considerations can be made, which represent the basis for further research. The following aspects, not beeing considered in the present study, should be investigated for more insights in the discipline: anthropometric data, environmental conditions, mental performance requirements and the resilience of the athletes [22,23].

The knowledge acquired about the respective relevance of the coordinative and conditional abilities can also be used in various phases of child and youth training. Above all, between the ages of 4 and 5 and between the ages of nine and ten, children should gain as much exercise experience as possible during training. In this stage of life, especially coordinative skills are collected and developed in a variety of ways in order to create a broad basis for motor learning. This is the basis for the later movement accuracy as well as control ability. Only after the 10 year of life does the sport specific training begin and first competition experiences. Despite the beginning specializations of the respective sports, the training remains the variety of the coordinative skills. This makes it possible for athletes between the ages of 12th and 14th to change to another sport in a performance-oriented way due to a athlete profile that is not optimal for the sport. After the age of 14, the beginning of an in-depth technical specific training, consisting of conditional factors, which are individually adapted to the sport, is reached. In addition, special technical movement sequences are trained [24]. Thus, the knowledge of this study can be included in the training planning. Based on the order in which training is structured in children and adolescents, a first athlete profile should be created by the age of 10 at the latest for athletes who are qualified for a performance-oriented deepening of a sport. Thus the athletes can be assigned to the respective performance structures of the sports on the basis of the athlete profiles. The next preparation of the athlete’s performance prerequisites should take place in the course of the 12th-14th year of life in order to be able to check once again whether the athlete still has good performance prerequisites for the sport. Should this not be the case, the athlete would have the option of being able to change the sport in a performance-oriented way during this phase of his life. For an overview of the development of athletes,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance in competition “100 m obstacle course”</th>
<th>Fastest time</th>
<th>Slowest time</th>
<th>Span between fastest and slowest time</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance in competition “100 m obstacle course”</td>
<td>18.68 s</td>
<td>23.87 s</td>
<td>5.19 s</td>
<td>20.58 s ± 1.39 s</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing of motor differentiation ability</td>
<td>7.29 s</td>
<td>10.50 s</td>
<td>3.21 s</td>
<td>8.70 s ± 1.00 s</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing of dynamic balance ability</td>
<td>9.50 s</td>
<td>14.28 s</td>
<td>4.78 s</td>
<td>11.30 s ± 1.50 s</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing of “23 m Sprint”</td>
<td>4.23 s</td>
<td>5.30 s</td>
<td>1.07 s</td>
<td>4.47 s ± 0.26 s</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( r = \) correlation coefficient between competition performances and test results of coordinative and conditional abilities.
the performance of the athletes should be recorded at regular intervals. This should be done by establishing a complete uniform athlete profile.

Appendix

Appendix Figure 1 and Appendix Figure 2 showing the 100 m obstacle course.
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Appendix Figure 1: Impression A from the 100 m obstacle course.

Appendix Figure 2: Impression B from the 100 m obstacle course.